Enterprise Tube

ENTERPRISE VIDEO CONTENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
LIVE STREAMING:

Live stream to internal or external audiences and interact with them through live
chat, quizzes, handouts, surveys, etc.

VIDEO ON-DEMAND:

Stream high quality on-demand videos that can be viewed by your audience on any
device under varying bandwidth conditions.

MANAGE ONLINE MEETINGS:

Automatically ingest Zoom, MS Teams recordings and make them available as
on-demand video through brandable portals.

INTEGRATION:

Integrate with your existing applications such as SSO, LMS, CMS, ERP, etc.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE :

Automatically transcribe live and on-demand videos and translate these transcriptions
into various languages. Also, search inside videos through ASR, objects, identify
faces, OCR, tags and much more.

DETAILED ACCESS MANAGEMENT :

Arrange your content according to your organization hierarchal structure - by allowing
access and rights to the relevant individuals, departments or groups only.

BRANDABLE VIDEO PORTALS:

Through our custom CSS and in-built features, customize your portal visuals by
changing logo, colors, background and themes and make your video portal more
visually appealing.

Through EnterpriseTube, you can stream and manage
live/on-demand video content, to internal or external
audiences, improve video search in large libraries,
manage your recorded online meetings, reach global
audiences, and integrate with your existing IT systems.
Depending on your requirements, we can help you deploy
on-premise, on cloud, or in a hybrid infrastructure.
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WHY LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS PREFER VIDIZMO?
FLEXIBILITY
Customized integrations, features and deployment options (Cloud,
On-Premises or Hybrid) to solve your unique challenges.

SECURITY
Our solutions offer customizable security policies, content usage policies
and deployment options to fulfill your security needs.

COMPLIANCES

Our solutions are designed to ensure numerous regional compliances from
content storage, processing to usage.

AGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY
We easily integrate and add Value to your existing IT solutions and
infrastructure.

CUSTOMER-FIRST BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We successfully help you deliver video projects from start to end.

USER MANAGEMENT
Manage employee usage of video solutions on a granular level in terms of
content usage, rights, budgeting and much more.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
Our solutions are multilingual and are available in more than 140 countries.
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